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Cafeteria workers worried about jobs
le Sloes Roar
sum

1•

1.• Maine men pick up a
sictors in double osertime
against Canisius College:
Page 13.

Plans for University of
• Maine's diming service opera_
t ions have caused staff
members to question their job
security. employees hasc said.
Then concerns center around
the new dining sersisce director.
John Rebstock. who began
working here last August. To
some, he is a man who stands
firmly behing his position — as
former director of the Pentagon's food service, he is considered very knowledgable. But
there are others who think his
changes hese come too fast and
without regard for second
opinion.
"Everyone agrees - that
changes are needed." said
one food service manger."but
the unpredictability with which

they can be implemented has
people scared."
. While some are seared.
others have'said they are upset
The 'Teamsters Union has
responded to their concerns.
Rachel Seymour has sersed as
steviard for the L'Maine branch
of the Teamsters since July. A
maid in Balentine Hall.
Seymour said she spent more
time checking out complaints
this year than working her job.
"l've been told that I am the
busiest steward they've had."
she said.
Grievances filed by the
Teamsters stem from conditions *here people are being
overworked, she said. A new
policy, which requires some of
UMaine's bakers to work with
caterers. has put pressure on
those forced to work alone
Seymour said -one . ernplos cc
had only a year before retire

Task force questions
_part-timers'treatment
116111
Starr *Mier
Roberta Chester is a pan-time instructor at the Unisetsity of Maine's University College who recenes no medical
benefits or retirement incentises
Nancy Obenneyer. a research associate and a cooperating
assistant professor in the department of public administration, said she is expected to teach and advise without
benefits
"I feel very exploited in. this position." Obermeyer
said.
Chester and Obermeyer were two members of an audience
--14-411lialraesday- program for the Task Force on the Stem,
of Maim On Wednesday who raised questions on the lack
of compensation in part-time instructing
The term "pan-time" is an ambiguous term because tha
refers to an entire category of people part-time regular.,
pdñ-time temporary and part-time permanent.
An audience member-said 401 percent of the part-time
structors at the Urusersity College and UMaine System campuses arc female
A female instructor who requested to remain anonymous,
said she was called the night before a class began tOjteach
*maned she had no experience in. She said the administra
lion is at fault because figures ofenrollment are unavailable
to the faculty.
The anonymous instructor said it is difficult for her to
maintain her self esteem when she as told she has to teach
a class without time for adequate preparation
Marie Grad). an instructor in the University College and
the College of Arts and Scierites said in man) cases, part
time college teachers—who rank below an assistant
ofessor- teach three to five classes per semester in different edacational frefd3.
•
bee TASK ply 3)

ment but quit suddenly due to
the unbearable workload,
"(Some)bavi been here'for 30
sears or more, and they have
never experienced anyone like
John Rebstock before," she
said.
Man) managers and supervisors said they are anxious
about has ing to reapply for
their jobs, and many are unsure
exactly what changes will be
made.Some have withrld their
names for the sake of this article. "You have to expenence
the man (Rebstock)to fully appreciate him." one _manager
said. But appreciadon can go
both ways.
All people inters tewed fOr
this article have acknowledged
Retistock's expertise. but man)
have said his dtplomac) could
use improvement. "Everyone
will
their jobs,"
keep
Rebstock said

fslaintaming minimum standards in food sets ice and incorporating student input are both
essential ingredients of
Rebstock's -new vision - one

pas ed the way for Rebstockls
new approach.
One supervisor remarked
that Rebstock "has taken a
very corporate approach in anenvironment where people are
not used to a corporate approach."
But Crowley said the newchanges should be given a
chance to work before they are
judged. "Every person will be
evaluated at their level of expertise, he said, but added that
insecurities about reapplication
were commonplace, and he was
not immune to them himself
In addition to union and
managerial concerns, many
Jame adoessek
students are now disgruntled
about new uniform codes A
that he said falls directly in line
with what Residential Life . lack of funds needed to purchase the uniforms and amwants. Patrick_ Crowley,
manager of the University - biguity surrounding code en 'tub, said dining services needs
(see tIMM page 21
recentralization, and this has

House defeats Contra aid
Alternative sought for Reagan plan
WASHINGTON (AP) - Congressional
DemocratiiiiiliO deer'a %est-re blow to President
Reagan's Central American policy set out Thursday to produce an alternative that will sustain
the Nicaraguan Contra rebels while stimulating
regional peace efforts.
"We will make sure those we lured into this
battle are not left high and dry," said House
Speaker Jim Wright, D-Texas. He promised to
bring a new package of purely humanitarian aid
for the Contras up for action within three weeks
The House, with only a dozen Republicans in
the majority. voted 219-211 Wednesday night to
kill Reagan's request for S36.2 million in new aid
for the rebels fighting Nicaragua's leftist Santhrusts government., •
Thetteciage included arms, radial-and other
logistical. military support as well as food,
I:lathing and medicine
. Weapons and am mil Ion accounted for
ly S3.6 million of the total but were at the root
of the opposition.
Despite the death of the president', package,
the Senate went through the motions of a debate
Thursday that ease senators an opportunity to
speak and vote on the issue
Vice President George Bush, the Senate's
presiding officer, and Minority 1 cader Bob
Dole, R-Kan., interrupted presidential campaign
swings in Iowa to attend the session, which Corp
tra backers apparently believed could serve as a
forum for their views.
"After last night's vote in the House, Contra
aid Is dead in Congress. and the Senate should
not waste its time trying to bring Contra aid back
from the grave," Sen. Edward Kennedy, DNkiev diriirguing against holding thedebate.
The outlines of the new Democratic aid
parjtage remained segue House-Matority Whip

Tony Coelho. D-Calif said, however, it is likely to reach beyond the short-term needs of the
rebels, whose U.S aid ends Feb. 29, to encompass a lone-term economic development package
for the region.
In addition, Cochlo said the legislation may
address the issue—of whether private American
Citizens should be permitted to raise third-party
contributions as a way of keeping military aid
flowing to the rebels - an action seen by anti- •
Contra forces as potentially undermining the
peace process.
"We want to be for something, as opposed to
just being against something," Coehlo said.
"Vic arc for continues:I involvement in Centre;
America... The question is whether titre is progress oa the peace process. The peace process is
the key'to continued U.S. aid.
in the administration's first response to the
defeat. White House spokesman Marlin Fitzwater read a statement Thursday saying. "The
communist regime in Managua should not interInn the Hirkse's action as a signal permitting a
reversal in steps taken toward fulfillment of the
commitments made" under the regional peace
accord.
The spokesman said that despite the negative
vole, Reagan looks forward to "consulting closely with the Congress to determine whether the
Sandinistas are making measurable and timely
progress toward obtainment of democratic
reforms."
Fitzwater added after reading Reagan's statement-that the administration may consider sending a new package containing military aid to
Conitels.7M any point we feel-rs necessary
down the road." He -offered no date Or
specifics.
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A 20-yru-old Aroostoot Hall man was sent ;o
The window of a Can parked in the Alfortd Arena
Summonses to 3rd District Court
for .chsorderly ssonduct after he allegedly
.conduct
lot was broken between 7 p.m. Jan. 2Yind p m
Steven Kidd, IS, of Oxford Hall, was charged with
threw snowballs at'Kertnebec Hall windows Friday
Feb. 2 Damage to the car was $130.
operating a motor-vehicle under the influence of in. at 3:30 a m.
toxicating liquor. Friday it 1240 a.m.. alone
A:20-year-old off-casppus student was sent W
Burglaries._ thefts_
CondUctTear.possesuon ot alcohol try minor after
"
Belgrade Road
'sitired Howerth. 19, of Cumberland Hall was
he was caught dunking in Androscoggin Hall Smut.
A jacket. %alue $105. was taken from Hitchnet
charged with disordrrlysonduct after he allegedly-- - Hall Tuesday between I 2!30-1.50
r-chs, at-1;111aiti.
was abusive to Cumberland Hall stall member*.
A jacket_ value .S140. was taken from Hilltop
andalism
Friday at 12:37 a.m.
Commons Saturdas between 7:30 a.rn. and 3 p.m
Deering
Hall
jacket,
A
value
was
taken
from
S21,
Alexander Pons, 20, and William Bowerman:
A third -floor window of Cumbertiusd Hall was
20. both of Hancock Hall, were charged with. ' Jan. 27 between 6 a.m. and 6 p.m.
by a snowball Saturday it Shout 1027 p.m.
broken
Six-16
mm
films,
from
taken
salue
were
4275,
possession of a usable amount of marijuana. Frito the window was S45
Damage
Nutting
Hall
22
and
II
a.m.
between
4
p.m
Jan.
day at 12:10 am.
Jai. 26,
A window on the north stairwell of Gannett Hal
A car stereo; saluc $40, was taken from a car
as smashed between I a m and " p m Frtdas
parked in the Stewart lot Jan. 29 between noon and
Damage was $44 \
6:15 Pin.
A window of a car parked in the warming hurt
Two Gannett Hay residents and two Bates Col• A telephone. value S52. was taken from Ste% ens
across from Alfood Arena. was smashed bet
kge students were sent to conduct after they allegedHall between R
28 and 8 a.m. Jan 29. - %seen 6 p.m. Friday and 850 a.m. Saturday The
ly stole artoflental rug from the Balentine Hall lobA sweatshirt. value S40, was taken from the
car sustained S75 damage.
by Jan, 21 at 9:30 pm
Memorial Gym Saturday between 3-4 p.m.
•
Two tires of a s an parked in the Tau Kappa Up
An 18-year-old Cumberland lie man was sent
A watch. saw S70.
tam if
A lackd
POP
to conduct for disc4dertY conduct alter he alleged:
wenn- at the Memorial Gym between'1:30 pm. Frimin° kit *ere "shed bet*een
.m. Pnda)
Dainage was S140.
12:25 a_m.
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by Berke Breat

cyanosed Iona page 1i
forcement hasc exacerbated the issue.
"
students have said
Andy Wood/oil. has worked as a
supersisor 'bartender at the Bears' Den
and has tried to soic.c his complaints to
Residential l ife director Scon Anchors.
Woodlnll said he even made an ap-,pointment to sec Anchors. but the appointment was %:3-nOrilid *hen IT Wardis,o.ered that itebstock was at issue
In fact, Ysoodhal said Anchors told him
to Jiannel all his complaints through
Rebuild "1 didn't feellproper channels
'rooked (going through, Rebstock.Vi oodhill said
In the midst of all the controsers).some base said they look forward to expected changes, but many are not so
complacent ()chefs claim that Rehstock
is misleading people about his real inJemmies, and that no one knows what.
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Storm restores winter after mild temperatures
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PORTLAND, Maine(AP)- An old•
ta,shioned- eonhcaster roared acrols
Maine on Thursday, dumping fresh
snow onto fields, streets and forests left
bare by a recent mid-winter thaw,.
Falling at rates of up to 2 inthes an
heir
- at the dorm's height, the Chow was
expected to total 6 to 12 inches in most
-- --.'..arcas-of the state. A high of 15 inches
was forecast for the Ellsworth-toEastport region of southeastern Maine
before the snow ends during the night
The heavy snow, measuring up to 8 in 'the% by noon, played havoc with
transportation, causing numerous
,highway accidents, including at least one
fatality, and slowing commutetlraffic
to a crawl.
Barbara Malloch, 21, of Norridgesvock was fatally injured when her
Car skidded sideways into the path of an
oncoming pickip truck on U.S 201-A
in Anson. state police said.
Dozens of schools canceled classes for
the day, while many of those that did
open sent students -bottle -tatty. Mans
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The teaching assignments are not consistent from year to year, she said Often
instructors do not have the luxury-of
establishing set patterns of teaching
course like their professionial
colleagues
Such unorganiration results in classes
that are not consistently taught by the
•
same instructor year after year
In the end it it the students who stiffer, the anonymous instructor said. Grady said part-time instructors in the
College of Arts and SCICI1CC% with a
master's degree receive $2000 per
course, while those with a doctorate
receive S2,500

banks, offices and other businesses
.followed silit, closing their doosibstrat:
ly afternoon.
_
A winter Strom warning covered the
entire state and a gale warning was
posted along the coast.
In much of the state, the snow
restored a white cover to ground that
had been left brown and bare by recent
rainstorms and a spell of unseasonably
mild weather in which temperatures shot
up into the 50s.
- •
We lost a lot of snow during the heat
wave back there, but it's covering up
pretty nicely now.' said John
LaCottc of the National Weather Service office in Portland.
As the storm headed into the gulf of
Maine and toward the Canadian
Maritimes. forecasters said the state can
look forward to another cold spell.
"There will be some really cold
weather coming in during the next few
days:" said LaCorte. citing forecasts
of overnight lows ranging from 5 above
to 15 below zero.
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LIVE ENTERTAINMENT
Lounge)
(in Benjamin's
_
-

(coatissetiremi per 1)
"Generally it's in the $1,500range in
other departments," she said. In both
instances there are no benefits available
for the part-time workers.
Grady said that instructors do not
usually have teaching assistants and
therefore they are responsible for the
great amount of preparation and paper
reading that is involved in classes as
Large as 200 students.
When Sally Jacobs. an instructor of
biochemistry. was asked by the task
force committee members what her ideal
part-time job would be, she said, "A
part-time regular who is treated like
tacult y."

Shy Boys
Just the Facts
Budds
3rd Degree
DOGS
Real Band
Anal Haze

February 2,3,14,8,8
9,10
11,12,13
16,17,18
19,20
23,24,25
28,27

Every Monday night - Doug Crate FolklJazz
NO COVER CHARGE IF YOU HAVE DINNER IN THE RESTAURANT
CASA BONITA serves: mexican, Tex-Mex, and Cajun-style food
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DeGrasse Jewelers
5 Mill Street, Orono
866-4032
Show someone they're special on
Valentines Day with a gift of gold or silver!
Store hours Mon.-Fri. 9-6:00, Sat. 9-4:00
•
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Dr. Records 1st Annual
"Beat the Blahs"
LP, Cass, CD Giveaway!

•

11 Mill Street
Orono, Me. 04473

Winter can be a bummer here in Maine, but to- help
yOu cope, we're holding a drawing Feb. 12th at noon
*1st Mat4.--S50.00 worth-of-LP's, cass-,-or CD's(your choice)
'2nd Prize - $25.06 worth of LP's, cass, or CD's
*3rd Prize- Any one title LP, cass, or CD
--

Yes! I want to let Dr. Records
help me Beat the Blahs!
Name
Address
Phone No.
Dr. Records & Mr. Fixit • 20 Main Orono - 8E40824 '
%%%%%
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Cedi-866-2111
.
.
; Delivery and large !
.
.
..
.
.
specialists!
order
.
:
.
,

.
.
:
.
:
Pizza,
Pasta,
Subs,
Salads, :
.
.
.
.
: and Complete Dinners .
.
:
.z
Spring Break visit us in
Pembroke Pines, Florida!
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Lecturer to reveal truth of
Strikers hope new 111 head
Contragate drug scandal
Sees
ivillsyntpathize with cause
•

by

OW

•••••$.1 A

Controvers) surrounding alleged drug
running by the Nicaraguan Contra
rebels has made its waito the Universi- ty- of Maine. - ,
.
- Peter Dykstra/ director of communications for the Christie Institute.
will offer his lecture. "Contragalef TV' Truth Behind the Scandal," Feb. 6 at
8 p.m., in 101 Neville Hall.
Sponsored by the Maine Peace Action
Committee, Dykstra's lecture will cover
details of an institute lawsuit against
government operatives allegedly
-funning drugs to fund the secret. war
against Nicaragua's government.
The two plaintifs in the case, journalists Martha Honey and Tony
Avirgan. were present at a 1984 Costa
Rican press conference *here rebel
leader Eden Pastora was almost killed
by an exploding bomb.

Honey and Avirgarr said they had es
petted Pastors would use the press con
ference to criticize CIA activity in the
region.
Subsequent insestigations by the joui
nalists indicate a"secret 44:11•R" oft: S.
government officials has operated in „third world countries without legal
jimiefication.

here, he was sery well liked
hopefulls he will be a plus
eserybxtv It's been hard iitutimgi
with Lesko.- Doughty said
In Augusta. meanwhile. Attorne)
General James E Tierney sa4yof.
lice stands read) to aid tI town of
Jay in fighting a prospes se attempt
try IP to recoser legal
from
• Newland As. 1..esko, manager at the
yetii. calling
its (Clio* property ta
the proposal "birar e." ,
Jay mill for six years. will br replac
"I don't use té word 'bizarre'
cd by James B. Thompson. manager
lightly," Tier.
said "We can't
ofthe IP mill in Pule Bluff. Ark • the
theory the coal- even think of a
company said. I olio will assume the
inmate') stand on."
position as Manager of rnanufactur
pans could
Internatiofial Paper vowed last
ing for coated papers and pulp for
two IP-mills in the South and one in
month to -o%cs attorneys' lees in,
New York.
oured vi
fighting the enforilment
"This is a promotion lot both
ot fourlosa.I ordinances passed bs
Jayriidents in support of strain,
mat,
.
atorkirs at the Androscoggin mill
It is unrelated to the strike whatordissasi;cs-were-law rewakd.
." said IP 4pokrunarr
object ofTtetne)'s wrath was
he
—.Ouellette. who added the Change
statement that its it•
company's
would take seser al months
'torneys _were in.e.utgattni the
possibility of seeking a court order to
Brian °oughts. a spokesman for'
require that none of the reimburse1 ocal 14 of the l'arted Paperworkeri
ment he revenues IP paid in tate".
International Union. said the union
"Another case of a big corporation
was hopeful that the mina' of
throwing as weight around in a small
Thompson, who has worked at the
town That's not the way we tradi
Jay mill pre.'ousts would ease
tionally do business an Maine,
longstanding Labor tensions
tenses said
"At the time he (Thompson) was
Internaltonal
JAY. Maine
Paper Co. promoted the manager of
us Jar mill to a corporate-les-et postion outside of Maine. officials announced Thundas.and leaden of the
-unking paperworkers unicm said thes
hoped the new -managet would - be
more sympathetic to their cause.

Included in the long list of defendants
ale many who were tri.7:11cated in the
Iran/Contra affair Among them are es- •
CIA officials Theodore Shackle) and
Thomas Clines, retired Major Generals
_Richard Secord and John Singlaub
The plaintiffs said they are using the
class action law suit as legal recourse for
death threats and other damages recen
ed during their
insestigation
Avirgan. who was.injured in the 1984
bombing, is also seeking compensatory
damages.
"-r--
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Center For Unique Gifts
Rock & Roll Items
Musical Instruments
Used Cassettes

34 Main St. Downtown Bangor Tel. 942-6913

We'll blow up
your valentine
for $12.99
I'
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GINA slid
Shop

I

/5% off most items with UM I.D.
University Mall
Orono. Maine 0447.3
(2071 827-6003

0
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Intervarsity Christian Fellowship
NOW FOR VALENTINE'S DAY
20"x28"Poster For '/2 Price

ONLY $12.99
offer good thru Feb. 15

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

SLEEPER'S
iniorro"Aces
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
353 MAIN. St., BANGOR
40 BROADWAY, BANGOR
ME. SQUARE MALL, BANGOR

A

942-0004
942-2144
945-0067

presents

Apologetics: A Panel Debate
ON THE PANEL:
Rev. Jonathon Falk - Pilgrim Presbyterian Church •
Dr Ed Huff- UMaine Prof of Agricultural Engineering
Andrew Pollock - UM Grad Student & IVCF Staff Worker
Karen Twitchell - UM Graduate

TONIGHT, Feb. 5th, 6:30 p.m.
Sutton Lounge, Memorial Union

ALL ARE WELCOME!!
BRING YOUR QUESTIONS!!
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Thil "Ice Skating Specialists"1,
:
:
New and used skates
Skate sharpening
$
Complete skating needs
Hockey,and figure skates
$
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A vaguels defined township known
GreenbuN, ten miles north of Old
Town. is what two Unisersity of
Maine students call home
Dosing in the two miles to
the small ibrn. sn a snow packed dirt road as wide as a
highway. you pass maybe) four
houses, and a hall dozen
snowed-user hunting cabins.
Yet when(-aryl and Glenn Elzinga
saw their place adserosed for S100
per munth in the l'%tairic housing office, it via. just -*hat thes were looking for
"We're without electricity, and
without running water, and it sounds
as though it 'Makes things a lot more
.omplicated But actually ti's the
other way -around," Glenn Elz
explained. "Life has become more
simple " •
lighting with gas lights, and hauling their water in pickk buckets from
a nearby cistern, the Elzingas heat
their two and a half room cabin
totalls with ssocid
"This enables us to Ilse without
heine harsh on where we use,"
Caryl said. "We both are involved
with flelds that Make Us appretialt
the environment. It's good to be able
to live in a way that is at least par- tally in harmony without being •
harinful.".
Caryl is finishing a master's degree
in ensironmental studies from the
University of Wisconsin, and Glenn
is studying forestry at UMaine.
Yet the Elzingas readily admit that
it was more than the songs of the
coyotes at night, and the random
sightings of deer and owls, that drew
them to the woods.
"A big part of it is definitely
financial. It's cheaper to live out
here," Glenn said. "It's a lifestyle
*here you don't have to make a lot
of money."
Their landlord has allowed the Liz.
ingas to take the price of any

I as-king electricits and running water, this small cabin
might not he meg people's asof comfortable. yet Caryl

photo by Andrew Vecchio

and Glenn Elzinga wouldn•1 base it an other way. This
is their first winter in the cabin.

pro',emcnis they-insite on thevibin
Maine from Madison. Wisconsin in
off their monthly rent. And since
January of 1917, they initially moved
they moved in in September, the cou- into an old run-down farmhouse in
ple hal yet to pay the ruu $100 rent.
Greenfield, five miles east Of GreenSpeaking about one of their probush.
jects, Ca4rVaid, "I first Planned on
"We spent the month of January •
pa--•--g the *hole place, but I only
trying to heat that house with green
painted the trim. It's a typical Maine
wood," Caryl recalled. "Until Glenn
approach to not finish houses, so we
found one of those ancient oil
figure we're blending right in."
burners in the garage that he fixed
"The main thing for me was that I
up."
didn't want to live in town," Glenn
After spending their first semester
explained "I don't really understand
studying and fixing up the house, the
why people would choose to use in a
two left for the summer hut had
city when it's so easy to commute
talked to the owner about a rent-toin.
own option in the fall.
The drive from Greenbush to the
When they returned in late August,
University takes about JO minutes,
however, they learned that the place
estimated the Elzingas. But that is . .had burned down, and that many of
closer than where they used to live.
their possessions had burned with it.
When the couple transferred to
They camped out on the lot of the

hawse that had burned•dOwn until
they found the place that they live
now.
"We were going nuts," said Carr.
"because the no-see-ems were out
and cooking at night was really
hard."
Talking about their lifestyle, the
Elzingas showed obvious excitement.
"Our parents don't understand
that we live ery comfortably the
way we live," Caryl said. "But we
never feel like we lack conveniences.
We listen to tapes or the radio..."
"We love MPBN," Glenn added
"We don't feel at all like the
quality of our life is suffering from
not having those 'conveniences',"
Caryl continued.
"1 think instead it has improved,".
said (ilenn
V
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The Da
llo wow inti.nf-issiontserfon are
fo
'
fictitious They my reflect rralitl
part, but Orr not ley:innate news items.

Concerning 'cars

and contests

.I.t's molting season again. Not for
ducks or lobsters, although it could
be. No. this time it's automobiles.
Cars everywhere are shedding their
exhaust,systerns. Some are only into
the first stage, with just the very bock
end of the tail pipe drooping. Others
are in full molt, their entire system
bouncing along the road, coming
closer to dismemberment with each
strike.

ing martyr. Betsy Murphy. tied. for
first due to a strong stage by Ms.
Murphy. in December. Amnesty International cane in third, and IPA(
finished a distant fourth.
This semsester, Boothby has come
out of the gates looking strong with
four letters so far Amnesty International is close behind with one. while
the others have yet to be heard from.:
Write scion, Betsy, we're worried

Enough of this iibberish. it's time
to get down to some Serious Business,
here. Luckily for me. Serious is my
middle name. Hi, Amanda.
I receivecf a hermetically sealed
envelope for4m the accounting firm of
Price & Waterhouse in the mail
yesterday. which I had been anxiously awaiting for weeks. In it were the
results of a little contest that I unofficially run called "Who Wrote The
Most 'Letters To The Editor' Last
Semester."
Ex-student body president. Chris
D.(thcy won't print what I think the
stands for) Boot hby , and park-

Figuring he probably wasn't too
busy, I called up Jimmy "The
Greek" last night- to get some odds
i on this semester's potential winners.
. After explaining to me a dozen
times that he didn't mean anything by
saying that IllaelbliaViTieen bredTd
hase large thighs, and that his wife
has bigger thighs than any man.
Black or White, he finally calmed
down enough so that his speech was
at least semi-coherent
He told me that Boot hby would remain the leader until after this week's
elections, and then start to fall back,

.DOM YmIcee 139 Dail

r

any " probably not
than fourth, if that high. Odds on
winning: 10-1

"The Oft)." Was as concerned
about-Ms. Murphy as I. hypothesizing t hat...she/m{1M- have graduated or
died, and that she couldn't be considered a serious contender until the
wrote in.
Odds on winning: 20-1 (snit drop
significantly if and when she's beard
from).
. As for the other two, Jimmy says
that unless Ms. Murph) returns. Of
another ego-drisen citizen emerges
from the crowd. MPAC will prisbah') -win by one of Doug Allen%
whiskers.
- 1WPAC—
thi unnnineAmnesty latafilAtiOrtal 6-1 (Doug
Allen has pretty long whiskers)
So back and enjoy it folks, and
—UAIDas
Brent, don't ever count ou
Raiders
Keith &Ginn is Journalism(Advertising; major. hut would rather play
one on rs-

Used textbook scam
The textboolk _Iiimex sold a record
amount of age# teats dunng the first -iss ordams. Almost Verjsetrent of to
used books were sold as rumors spread
around campus that several of the texts
contained hidden 1111410 bafla
-h was not the case. hciwevii. lilt
was later learned that the rumor was
started by an intentiomelkisskad wow
Lo the annes from the °Mee oats parent
bookstore. which was at the time located
in the number 4 racquetball court in the
Memorial Gym

UPS

has played
NEATAVIAN
I
with INXS. Bryan Adams,
Mr. Mister, Culture Club,
and others!
,Now-hear NEW ivtAWshigh-energy urban .rock
,
on its own stage!
Opening Act 'HOT WAXY
Friday, Feb.5 9:30 - 12:30
- $2
UM Students w/
General Admission - $4

1

Total chaos broke out at a meeting
last week between UkAaine president rmi
uck. John-l'Hittinart" Carlucci, and
members of the uMversity faculty who
were upset by Luck's reorganization
proposal. Held in the prestigious
Unisersity Club, the meeting lost all
semblance of order when irate, and
-slight)y &link professors began hurling
their empties at the speakers.
.Luck managed to escape the- barrage
with nothing more than a few bruises,
tmluding a nasty welt on , his „ego,Carlucci had to be admitted- to Eastern
Maine Medical Center for remora/ of
hat appeared to be tar and feathers

.
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International Scene
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- Crisis in the land of milk and honey
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constant terrorist attacks
As Palestinian youths in Gaza une- taken, with
- much of which was
fire
mortar
and
the
bullets,
for
qually trade stones
Gaza Strip. The peothe
from
launched
mounting frustration on both sides of
e task of tryunfortunat
the
had
who
ple
fence
-link
the now fallen chain
were, by
Gaza
near
anywhere
lise
Ansi°
separating Occupied Israel from Israel
hell. During the Six-Day
as
mad
1967,
has changed the fundamental nature of
War, they decided not to take it
the Middle East conflict. In the 20 years
Israelis cite 2,000 years of
anymore.
that Israel has governed tiara and the
to a state
West Bank. a new generation of Palest:- Jewish history in their claim
correcttell
you,
will
They
own.
their
mans has grown up. and like most of the of
s
palestimar
the
of
majority
the
that
ly,
no
base
they
them,
press that covet
that
believing
own,
their
on
fled
refugees
respect for history'
Arab armies would soon
The essential problem, then, is that as the ins ading
to them, minus the
land
their
one side has no patience for history, the return
Jews_
of
ether will quote two thousand years
The bold and Often brilliant leaderit in great detail. The Palestinians who
refugee camps • ship of theilftt two-decades-hat**
are1rce4io1iveiitl
care nothing for tales of their parents ;seared in the Jast 20 years. leaving Israel,
and grandparemts whose actions, in dangerously unprepared to face political
military opposition. The
conjunction with those of the major rather than
of leadership from
%estige
any
.of
lack
ocand
stranded
kit
them
Arab states,
d parliament
frgamente
hopelessly
their
cupied in the first place As a young per
a situation in.
created
has
(Kinesset)
million
a
over
among
son growing up
cannot act, it can onls.
other refugees under the control of an which Israel
government was not able to
The
react.
alien =butts power, most people would
form any policy to head off the recent
be mad as hen and wouldn't want to,
riots before they could begin, rather.
take it any more. The riots we sec now
as a new twist to the situation base ac- they could only react militarily, hoping
to quell them by force
tually been a long time coming.
In 1948. there were as many Arab
Qn the other hand. the Israelis had
outside pal/nine as there were
refugees
lived, in the Xi years before Gaza was

Jewish refugees in Europe. Is there any
good reason why there are no Jewish
refugee camps in Europe, and the
Palestinian refugee populatipn has
-grown many times in number? There are
certainly no good reasons. Instead of accepting the Palestinians into their
respective folds, the Arab states decided to keep these people out in order to
perpetuate the conflict in the region. Old
news. Older still to the young Palestinians who base to live there.
The ball is firmly in the court of the
Israeli people. If they can find and elect
a strong leader. one with national sup-

port to negotiate a settlement for peace
in the region, they will have done their
share. The Palestinians, for their part,
will have to find some legitimate leaderShip of their own,- leaders who aren't
terronsts and Who will recognize Israel's
right to exist, The current situation is a
deadlock between two sides whose people are desperate for a settlement, and
whose leadership is satisfied with the
status quo.
If neither side has the courage or the
fortitude to make bold moves for peace,
we may be cursed with yet another
needless bloodbath in the land of milk
and honey.

1
Southern Styles
° Unisex, Hairstyling,:

Southern Sun.
_Tanning Salon
Valentine Specials
Perms $32.50
• (cut & blow dry
included)
Call for appointment. 886-7976

—.101111h

38 Main Street

Orono Maine

•

Sun Tanning
3 visits $9.99
5 visits $15.50
8 viSlts $2399
20 visits $55.00
40 visits $100.00
With this coupon
Expires Feb 27. 1988

L.

ighl
A Mexican

Eat Healthy with ... CANTEEN
Freshly polished apples, oranges
other fruit,garden- fresh crispy_
salads, low fat milk, fruit AUCCS, a
variety of flavored dietetic yogurts
and exciting sandwich:Lions arc
vend•
all presented through
ing equipment offered exclusively
by CANTEEN
Prepared fresh every day in the im
maculate CANTEEN kitchens and
delivered by a Canteen represenulive, you are assured of freshness
and flavorful lunshes day after
day The added convenience and
speed of vended foods can add hours
and satisfaction to your busy day
For the health of the calorie-conis busy person on the go, we
a nutnuous lunch from
- We think youll like it!
244 Perry Road

Pas:

Freshly Serves •
SANDWICHES
ICE CREAM
FRUIT
HOT I COLD DRINKS
HOT & COLD ENTREES
DESERTS
PALK
CANDY

Restaurant

Watering Hole

Happy Hour
Downstairs
Every Friday
3:00 p.m.-8:00 p.m.

ASSORTED SNACKS
DOLLAR BILL CHANGERS

FREE NACHOS
-Drink Specials

The
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Since the Unmersity of Maine was
dumped with huge amountsOf snow
yesterdas. I. like many other"
students, am quick to voice my corn_.
Plaints about • northern Maine
weather
Oh gee:. I'm going to have to
brush my car off. I'll probably be late
for class. my hair will have a style of
its own when 4--get there and my lep.
will look like bruised bananas from
falling down when I finally get home.
But the point hers is (that no matter how lame.my apartments)! have
a hoot.
The thought of walking in blister1 jag windsfront Nevi& Hall to Nutt.iing Hall really &MIMI&me (actualwalking from wiy trout,door to my
car puts Me in a day -long slump)but
having to do such minor. trisual
chores fttiais me think of those who
would do anything to be in my shoes.
,
'
Many people aren't so lucky-- the
are the homeissa
Years ago, the homeless were
ntal Al.
. mely
o
-thought of as akholics
abusers or just !ail people•ho
svosidn't look for a job. Today
fortunatels. there are still people in
this situation, but many who are
homeless are single mothers and
small children, battered wives and
,obs
esrpfle
isho hase been laid off from
tphei

- Sculpture of
pearing on
manage to gi
•
UMame con
I'm not gine
played in
t
sculture,
p

think Dali
snow mob&
boors and
Construction
Anyway, I
Dale Lick's
afraid you r

tuft) Oft ISC914

Snow

fo the edit(

1 au week
made to pro
from the d
lots There
problems an
this. but in
cleared than
—tirounds. Ri
most impo
maims stu

The growing problem of homeless
people is a local and state-wide dilemma. But its also taking place right
now all oser the United States
les a national problem and it
should he addressed on a national
les el
I'm not saying that all people
vir tu- p.iu..du for the
should
homeless•ith their tax money. The
gosernment should take some
tesponsi biI it s
The United States is one of the
.wcalthiest countries in the world
If President Reagan thinks we can
afford a "scaled-dean" $36.2
million aid package for --the
Nicaraguan Contra rebels, we can ,
certainly fford -to sheltet
Peorge
And if we can fund the Star Wars.
food
-the
project,
ill
mouths of theilkinerkiin pePlut
So think about le---tothiy-you're knee-deep in eok) mow and
struggling to get behinds building for
shelter from the harsh wind- musing
- what it would be like to be behind-.
that wall another how Or •111101 her •
day
iive
thee, what it would be like to
Imagine
Enjoy the weather UMaine, you
has en't got it that bad.
Monk. Wilcox is a junior jour•
nalism _mator from Presque bk.
_ •
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Response
Where was Bott?

Student criticizes unjustly
Teitbe
-had---a lot_ -of quotes -bout
o
Timothy Ripe,. the president of
Part of the dad's,life of a stu- SjgEp. Guess what There isn't
dent at the University of'Mime even a brother bs that name
is hearing The Daily Maine Are you sure you talked to the
Campus being criticized. Most right fraternity?
of us realize that the staff of the
The last thing I'm not sure
paper are not professional
writers, and that it is not a ma- about is why you called the
brothers of Sig Ep a lewd, imjor publication. I don't think
either are expected. I don't. moral group. As the editor of
The Daily Maine Campus you
hefts-Wet. think it is too much to
ask of anyone. especially the must hese taken at least one
editor, to do just the tiniest bit writing class. Didn't anyone
of research before writing an eser warn you about gross
generalizations? Since you
article. group them together like that,
it must mean that every
our article 'Snow
- in
member of the fraternity (in—
Sculpture Of Conspiracy?" appeanuts on Feb. 2,„'you did _ ciudt% Dak tick)congregated
twesidein
manage to get-f&on the front lawn of Sig Ep to
take part in building this statue
"'Maine correct, it is Dale lick
that resembled a part of-the
I'm not quic sure of the part he
male anatomy. That is just so
played in building the
realistic, Jan_
sculpture. though. Do sou
think Dale put on his
I would like to point out a
snowmobile suit and 1.1. Bean
boots and helped in its Jew facts (fact. that's a word
construction?
you' may want to look up)
_
about Sig Ep. It had the second
Anyway. like I said, yoth got • highest fraterrnty G.P.A on
campus. which was higher than
Oak Lick's name right. I'm
the all_ Maine men as(rage
afraid you were only one for
Right now !hes are in third
two on presidents' names You

MC %lb as
,f snow .
other
my COM Maine

have to
y he late
styk of
wl!
as from
s home.
no mast' have

blisterto Nut(actualOf to my
,mp) but
Instal
ose who
ty shoes.
y-- they

ss were
malls
vie who
das unWO* In
who are
crs and
'Yes and
off from

1 .iSt week a IMAM effort was
made to properls re/nose snow
from the dorntators parking
lots There were a number of
problems and frustrations with
this, but most lots were well
cleared thanks to the efforts of
and.
--tinsmith-. Residential t
most importantly. the dor
mators students!. We want

%omelets
tie ddernWI right
I an▪ d" it
national

these students to know that we
very much appreciate the extra
efforts they, made to mine their
%chicks so the job could be
done. Thank you! .
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Female seeks
her jacket, oboe
To the editor

Coat owner loses warmth

'

Steve Deabay
Orman Fowler
Brian Page
Ras Moreau
harlie handler

blood is still small) important
for.surgery, cancer patients, acAs you niay be aware, the cident sictims, etc.. the donaAmerican Red Cross Blood tions of students, faculty arid
-Sets ices Northeast Region is staff are as necessary as ever.
Please not the new schedule
downsizing us operation *Pilch
is effecting Northern Maine and plan your Spring' donablood collections and the tions. University blood is
Bangor DOOOf Center. The needed!.
primary -purpose -Of--the
---Wednesday,14M.
downsizing is to reduce MiceAroostook Hall
lion costs, therefore reducing
Wednesday. Feb. 24,
costs to hospital patients who
Memorial Union
axe blood The net result of
W ednesday. Mar. 23.these changes will be fewer
Hancock Halt
blood drives with each drise exMonday, Mar. 28,
pected to collect an increased
Memorial Union
number of pints of blood For
Wednesday, Mar. 30.
the university it will mean II
Hilltop Commons
blood drives this semester
Wedriesdayi-Apr . 6.
rather than the 17 originalls
Memorial Gym
planned The January drises
Wednesday, Apr. 13,
hase already been extremels
Kennebec Hall
successful. Both drives were
sponsored by APO/GSS and Sincerely.
they produced a total of 155
Martha Wildman
pints of blood.
Donor Resources,
The University of Maine has
American Red Cross
beert.one of our most supporBlood Services.
tive sponsors in the Northern
Region
Northeast
Since
Maine Blood Plogram.

•

yourself when I die from
pnucmoma. I wouldn't want
for you to have that on your
conscience for the rest of your
lite, Really

lo the editor

Would whoever unwittingly
walked off with my winter coat
last Saturday night. from
Sigma Phi tpsilon, please
-if you know where my coal
It is very old, long, return
please call 581-4936, or drop
is,
dark gray. men's tweed coat. I
at Cumberland Hall. I
off
it
would be sery happy to get it
would appreciate it
really
back. I might even forget walkThanks.
ing home that bitter cold night
111111k my shorts and T-Shirt, and
maybe my cold will go away.
lean Andrews
421 Cumberland
But if not, please don't blame

On Monday. January 18,
1988 between 10 a.m. and 12
p.m I had a rose-colored
stadium jacket and an oboe (a
sets saluable instrument in a
black hard case inside a black
nylon carrying case), taken
from Room 220 Lord Hall.

Any information would be
appreciated. Please call Lynne
207 Knox Hall. -58l-4833 or
123 Lord Hall.
No questions asked.

to the editor

c of the
world.
Is we Can
$36.2
for --the
we can
--or-cuiti

SOU

Edito'r's note: -Snob*
Sculpture or Conspiracy - Was
a column, not an article, and
therefore should not necessarily be taken literally, in fact, colafross are often fiction and/or
humor pieces 14e regret that
the president's name was incorrect: the man who answered the
phone as president furnished
his name as Timothy Ripp and
unfortunately we look him at
his word At Campus regrets
the error.

The Snow Removal Committee

1 people

ic like to

J. SlocUm
Hart Hall

Snow -removal made easy
to the editor

but to give the store away 'to .
USW and the Portland rare=
tronics companies.
The University or Maine is a
Now that the electrical
university. Unfortunately
state
engineering giveaway has been
it a creature of the
makes
this
a
pose
to
want
I
completed
Without support in
Legislature:
question: Where was John Bon
university will be
the
Augusta
the
for
fight
to
it
time
when was
to every Johnnyhostage
held
University of Maine? When he
group to
interest
ely
come-lat
prohe
Legislature
ran for state
car.
legislative
a
catch
mised to fight to maintain the
and shortsighted
University of Maine. Has The selfish
wants to
lobby
Portland
anyone seen him since he drove
This
university_
our
dominate
Vote
his
around campus with
the
is
deal
engineering
electrical
.For Me shuttle bus last election
in an attempt to steal
step
first
day?
from the people
You may not like Dale Lick the university
it to the Corgive
and
Maine
of
he
where
hut at least You know
Mr.
Portland.
ofporations
stands. He had a position .on
foefight
to
you
need
we
Bott,
the mandatory fees. Where wasbesi
don't
we
If
Augusta.
-us
'
John -Bon when- it was
you now don't aspect to
a stand then? Lick had a from
us on electiott_day,
from
hear
position on the electrical
engineering thing. Where was
Hot;? Without any help in
David Demeritt
Augusta, Lick kid no choice

To the editor:

place in fraternity intramural*
They have the second highest
membership at UMaine. And
one last thing, one of their
writers is also a writer for The
Daily Maine Campus.
I don't know if that last fact
is in their fas or, but Jan. you
could have asked him who the
president was.
I don't think The Daily
Maine Campus was meant to be
a farm league team for The National Enquirer. but if it were.
yonwould have just made the
filatOfS.

sousiamitt
esmioniillellein

Fo Ign countries
r,e(ed educators
To the editor:
/

Lynne A. Dews,
More than one --thousand
English-language oriented
schools and colleges in over 140
foreign countries offer teaching
and administrative opportunities to American educators.
Positions exist in most all
areas, on all levels, from
kindergarten to university.
Salaries vary • front school to, ,
school, but in most cases they
are comparable to those in the
U.S. Vacancies occur and are
filled throughout the year.
Foreign language knowledge is
required. Some
seldom
overseas schools will hire
graduating seniors for student
teaching.
iraduating teak=
Investigate these c
option unities!
For a free descriptive
brochure, please send a selfaddressed, stamped envelope to
: FRIENDS OF WORLD
TEACHING,P.O. Box 1049,
San Diego. CA 92112-1049.
Louis A. Bajkai
Director
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The Dag

A conversation with Residential/
hi bib 111ann
Stan wnier

I think it's in the students best interest crowd going .to the Bears' Den
ihat we play as active a role in helping restaurant, so there we have greater
people to either adapt to the system or diversity because of that
".
But I'm not Sure, we could really
learn about the s)stan. or nummalize
Residential lifts out the chief agent
Scott iterdisti,s. dimmer of Residential
the system's problems so that the% can measure the fairness thine in terms of
distance • is it fair for Somerset residents
Life at the Univeriity of Maine. has that would be concerned about the parpursue then academics.
been involved with Reslife in several ts image of the linisersits of Maine. I
I'm not sure that I would say that we to pas the same room and board rates
capacities over the _Years. Front Area think one of the maim things that hapshould be buying out the houses or when they're fart het away from the
pened was the drinking age being raisCoordinator in Wells Complex to .4ssi.sapartment complexes I think .we ought center of campus than Han hall
tam Director of Staff Develoment, ed to 21. Because now, almost 80 perto be diversifying our housing, by either residents I'm not sdre that I can use
Compk.% Director at Hilltop. to his pre- cent of the campus is under age, whereas
Wetting new facilities, or renosating old that as a way lts,nseasure that decision.
I think it doekireate a more conscious
sent position.
facilities
before the law change, onls about 25'
_ _d_t_rciston on /the people that live in
percent of the campus was under age.
hi were Stewart and Sterdder Com- &odder
The most visible part of Residential So now, there are three times as mans
mows dosed down ow the wirobands?
Stddder•s-probably morikot_ a fiscal
people
who
think
cracking
we're
down
Life right now is probabis the parts
comen,/as
far, as distance. It creates
aueriag polies, which. simpls put, faillAtt there's no conscious effort to
Stewart and Stoddet Commons both more cif a conscious decision of "where
ed last semester. How can it be made to erase that party image One of the
were closed as a resoh of three different am I, going to eat on Saturdays and Sun,
things
worki (an it he made to work"'
that I do wept to- mention, and it's
pieces of imput coming into the dayi_" What we,'re hoping to do in
somewhat of an academic issue, is that
decision-making process. We had -two the-future is offer greater dining diverI think it can be made to work. but over the past fen years, as. enrollment
different consulting groups come to Sity on campus so that the whole cam
I think people base to understand the standards have increased, tension has
campus last year, and they evaluateti the;
7plite.will feel. more excited about dining
policy. first. They- have to understand the arisen between the attitude that a dorm
economic and organizational effec. it-Other places.
context with in whtch the .polics is inhonse--and.--thee-- trreness-crfilsostiwo small di mist
ST That s nu mean isof always him*
-eclatte ay.ting WiTh the communits. 'There should have the freedom to have a parmons. 'The third thing was an in-house the same meal in el etnimmana'?
continua to be. despite the committee ts there if they wam to, and the attitude
es aluation.
set up last semester by John Halstead, that the primary reason for going to colI ast Year. Stodder dining commons
No. I think we need to have a core
'
despite numerous visits to the fratermeal in most of the commons I think
nities in terms of speak out sessions, a
tnere s some creative things that we
sense that residential life is the one
could do that would make it a richer dinbringing this •upon the university
ing environment There's no place on
community
—This is %hat. I think. has the brothers niti.4 apses:
this campus now where, if you *anted,
Because we are tns olved in the dining
sou
could get Mexican food, Chinese
the% can't he behind the bar at their ovin parties.
business, because we're involved in the
food, or even take-out pizza (except for
catering business, we have to do the
the Bears' Den)
alcohol catering. Unfortunately, we get
There's no place now that you can go
a lot of bad presses a result of that. It's
for a 'It down served meal So I think
a sevict we provide the university that lege is to get an education and that the
served less than 300 meals on the we want to start working with the commust be pros Wed.
14
&ATI
be %:C.risaiisid•
weekend per meal There is a certain munits to figure 011t was's to provide
The way g cgs work. and it's going to studying. If peopfiewith these two atpaint where if you don't have so many dining
to be a long. slow, painful process to titudes live next door to one another, we
students dining in an operation then it
make it work. is through continually have a problem, because the major purOne (lithe Mg concerUs about stedeets
starts to impact other students room
studying the situation, and people pose of the university is pursuit of an
rates and part of that is what was hap- nein now is the partial" problem. 1
understanding that residential life and academic education and personal
.wrung with those other operations. The lino* there's &leis.% a rumor floating
the unisersits are operating within development.Students, as whole. are
a
- count was so loss that it was impacting around abet:: "igen, maste well solve
several contests.
_lbecoming much more serious about _Ow other student bodies room and that In not setting freshmen on campus
One contest is tiyies to encourage academics, and we base to address their
board rates. So-. in order to be fair to base a car. is there an truth I that at
people to dnnk responsibly. The second needs
the entire student body living on cam- all?
context is to encourage responsible
la the past several sears. there Millis
pus. we chose to close those two
drinking within the legal boundaries of to have been a large migration of upper
First of all, I'll state public!), that I
the state of Maine. We've got to work dassinea off campus, 1611.7
But is it fair for +motor* who Ines base nothing to do with parking, thank
through Dr Halstead's committee,
ha Penobscot Hail to have to walk (is er god. Not letting freshmen -fuse cars on
work to contact the s- tudents and let
There really hasn't been The retenthem know what's going on. and try to tion rate for keeping upper classmen
on
make the ssstem fit vt% that it encourages campus has remained fairly stable
at 60
responsible drinking in legal %sass. and
percent. What has been happening over
is practical. There'is no easy solution
The major difference between this of the total number of students living on
(school) year and last year is that the campus due to the fact that the number
state liquor inspector sa,d we must now
of traditional aged freshmen has
have a Re:Life staff member actualls
decreased and the number of nonselling the beer. In the past, we had
traditional aged students has increased.
brothers selling the beer. and we would
So there has not been a significant
serve as a kind of clearing house, and
decrease in the retention rate of uppm
in some cases, I think fraternities were class students, but there has been -1
actually making motley. The state said
significant decrease in the number of
that was against the law, that the per- traditional aged students hying in
son who owns the liquor license must_ feud/mix
MI the beer, and must 614 with the
Thies why O.C.B. MT( Campus
revenue. This is what, I think, has the Board) is • becoming such a powerful
bcot hers most . upset, they can't be political influence on campus They
bind the bar at their own parties in represent the new constituencs
the
their own houses.
no-trachnonal mop* -coming Id
Were willing mania- with people and -campus
help them be behind the bar. It's just a
matter of going through a training prooo hear a 101 of horror stones about
gram like our staff working in that area
off rampss students having to pas rent
does.
six months at a lane, and living in run- to Yeek Commons when the weather is campus is a simpistic solution to a corneid
erl
iand- pas the same room Med pies problem I personally
.A second change, which goes along
down buildings where the Imadlerds do r
don't COOMei as someone who lises in Wet that an option
with the first. is that we now have little, if anstities, in the way of imnowadays. It's not
Vest
er
lienssehee
somebody checking IDs, which puts us provements, do ou think it might he in
the way today's college freshmen arc
in better compliance with state taw. To the universals's best interest to buy btf
Well, I'd ask the question another designed There's some mismatches for
the fraternities, that comes across as campus properties for the purpose of
was I'm not sure student diiianCeio the the University to work out One of them
Residential Life looking even more over renting them to students?
dining commons is something we can is private rooms.
their shoulders.
NOu know, you come from a private
measure in terms of charging people
Well, we do own the Patch House. in
more or less based on the distance What room, a lot of people want a private
In years pest the I. nis emits of Maine fact for a while there, we did own quite
we has c done is we have-Ma-eased some room and you can't ask _somebody tohas had an image of a parts school. and a few houses on College Avenue before
flexibility items. For instance, we have kave then car at home. It's just not a
the rules concerning drinking were fairthey were cons vied to office buildings opened up the Bears' Den restaurant
Is loose. Recently, the trend has been
or *hateser
and I think we have a large Stodder
Issemll stricter rules. Is this a result of
wasting to Igoe that "marts"
IMP?
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(contiaued from page lei
Yee imesitioned before about a the
posaitilly of a ore deem. Is there going isi-he myelin spacial about this
dorm?
The final conceptUal plan for it is out
being typed right now. This new
residence hall is likely to be a combination of apartment suites that would have
private entrances and, hopefully. have
single rooms. It will take us into the
future in terms of high technology, with
computer hook-ups in. and kind of
designed around the units of 16 or 20
people living in an area. That's iwobably
about as specific I can get with you.
Weald Ws mot mime aint a regular
room fee-Ma teilibtlite
We'bave to wait antsieWhat thebotrontlineis-rigin now were JUST af Tht
11gpeli1 presenting it tote president and
he asked us to put it together and present it to him:And then it has to go to
the board of trustees, an archileCt, the
contractors so we're a long ways away.
weld the =maw for this dorm MGM
out of stadeets' pockets?
Yes. it would come out of room and
board fees. The entire Residential Life
financial system is based on everybody
paying for everything. in terms of room
rates.
Does the Admit:Mow office. over ia
Chadbourne. pay say sort of reat7
The university has no rcnt arrangement with indivulual offices There are
two types of budgets there's the ENG
budget. which academic and nonreNenue generating departments operate
under Then there is the Residential Life
bookstore, which is an auxiliary budget.
so we generate our own revenue.
currently Residential Life is paying
for the utilities. rnamtamencs, and staff
on the first two floors of C.
-Melbourne
Hall

%bat does It take to base a residence
hall contrael terminated - in terms of
discipline?
Basically, a contract can be terminated for endangering personal property, university property, another person. or the sense of community. So if
you go back to your dorm tonight and
beat up the guy living next to you,
you're likely to be out tomorrow
because that's a pretty aggressive move
which may endanger other people in the
coeffinunity. If you wake him up at three
in the morning to tell him that he's a
Jerk, you're likely to be talked to and
have the problem solved that way. It
also depends on your record.
I've got a chart here,- breaking last
semester's offenders into certain
categories. It says that 27 percent of last
semester's disciplinary- offenders were
—Arttat-Scieitees majors. who tend Io-be.
over-represented among disciplinary ofTenders on collenecampuses nationwide.

that sure the staff has a lot Of contact
with students, so that communication
can be more personal.
People are being bombarded with
written material, we need to compliment
that with a personal dimension. Communication is one of the major
challenges of any organization, and
Residential Life is no exception.
I have this goal, which is more of a

Residential Life at the University of
Maine is similar to many small towns
around the state of Maine. It's adynamic and exciting place that's filled
with lots of challenges

I don't think it will, we're pretty
strong right now. The recognition that
photo by Doug Vondersteide

dream really, that one day every student
will have a computer in their room,
which we could log on mail messages.
John itebstoek is masking massy waves

ISoes Reslife get any of the Stodent
life Fee money?

Do you think snidests should he aba-

It's fairly successful, but I think we
can do much better. It's a continual
stugale in working to get information
out to 4,200 people. Somehow we have
to create a.sense of _"Who it Restdentr_____ .
tial Life" in a personal way and make -

Residential Life is filled with people
who are sincere abo(n wanting this a
good place to live. Unfortunately, this
does not always come across to people.
Issues like the fraternity catering thing,
for instance, distract people from the
positive aspects of residential life.
If you look around at the Residential
Life stgff, most people came into this
work because they like working with
students, and I know that's particularly true with me. I really enjoy this work.

RESIDENTIAL LIFE
ADVISORY COMMITTEE
TUESDAY, FEB. 9, 5:00 p.m.

ted more hockey tickets?

I think it would be great if we could
increase the occupancy of that facility
so that more students could attend,
because it such an important program.
are then any pleas I. the future to
in terms of school spirit. I believe it is
take snore weer away from stadents mid
ti-rms. of uscreasing_____
being looked 2,
ow-It-tar lemmething eiw?
the seating.
It's been a topic of discussion ever
Part of the problan comes from the
once Admissions took over the fiat two
fact that everyone gets a sports pass
1100111140 Chadbourne Hall,
befoee it was an optional
aware d any current plans to tike more
fee. The whole mandatory fee thing is
residence space
going to be looked at this year, and.
I guesa:_it_gouple_aL_yeeta_aglal although I'm not ins olveclin that prosomebody Went into one of the halls and
cess, I think there'll be some Ichanges
started measuring and got cserybody
where it's more custom fit to students
upset, bet that wasn't Chadbourne
needs
What are your general feelings about •
Shedd ILLs gat paid?
the bookbag searches at the library?
---F
They do get paid, room ind board.
- I think there's a broader issue here, Do yogi think thes should get paid on
and that is: what do you do about a
lop of that?
community concern when the community doesn't deal with that k:oncern?
I think you'll find that It.A.s at the
Elaine Albright chose to take a rather
dramatic way to deal with the stuacnt
University of . Maine are among the
community's lack of concern about the
highest compensated R A.s, in terms of
jetting room and board free and other
food problem.
benefits, in New England
How successful is Residential Life in
Mai hg information from this offke to
Do you think strident athletes should
the student body"
be gists speeding moors!
That's out of my ballpark. I hasen't
thought much about it. Athletes work
awfully hard, both for the university
and themselveajthink I'll keep my nose
out of that aneinsughs). I've got enough
problems of my own

John is a very competent individual,
with
over 25 years experience in the din,
mg service area. He's come into a situation that was totally decentralized,
where all nine of our Operating* 111.11*
operating independently with separate
types of supervision and direction. He
was in a very difficult position of having to somehow connect all the pieces into a cooperating whole.
So, often times the decisions he makes
are for the good of the whole, and may
not be approved by imitsidual units. His
major focus is serving students.
Any &Wag mends: about the pieseat podium
_ of. Reeldeetial

Will the new electrical engineering
program at l'SM drain stadeats froM
this university?

this campus is getting nationally and
regionally is going to lessen any effect
the USIA program might have. Not to
mention the recognition our sports
teams have achiesed nationally.
How was kes in White described us
in Sports Illustrated "a public ivy."
I don't know if that's true, but it's certainly something to think about.

throughout the dialog services portion
of Residential Life. Nobody that I have
talked to likes him. Does he have free
reign to do as be sees fit?

STODDER PRIVATE DINING ROOM
OPEN MEETING
TO REVIEW ROOM SIGN-UP FOR SPRING '88
Proposed changes in ,process:
I Single Roans Application period • March 21 to 25
Single Assignments • March 29
2) Include tottery back tn Room Swap Process
propos.", "14!

!rs l!tant,y14ait:

'
1) Discontinue Private Doubles -to increase available
spaces
2) Change Gannett and Androscoggin to CCHIPCI

The Residential Life Advisory Committee is seeking stu
-representatives from each residential campus area.
If you are interested please contact your DGB president
or Barbara Smith, Chair, RLAC, West Campus Assistant
Director at 4702
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Peer pressure.
No. lila not talking drugs. I'm
talking about fashion at UMaine
What's hot and what's not doesn't
necessarily rely on the experts
anymore. It all depends on what the
person next to you is wearing.
Actually, come to think of it, on
college campuses, anything goes.
The ever-so-popular Bean boots
used to be a fad in high school. now

they're a necessity in northern Maine.
But you don't have to look like the
regular run-of-the-mill Betty-Coed,
you can be lazy and .or hide your ignorance by keeping them untied by
the way, that's hot.
Women are into hiking boots now
with cleats that could scale a small
mountain. Reeboks are in too, and in
every color. I find the flcurescent
ones especially obnoxious

And-if—you're wearing -regular
denim jeans, meaning your jeans
haven't been dipped in acid or
bleached and spray painted a different color, you're out of style.
But despite somewhat sloppy appearances Monday through Thursday
and the ritual of sweats on Fridays.
college students seem to be dressing
up more,

a.

Bluegrass Festival: Bill Monroe
Ralph Stanley & the Clinch Mountain Boys
and the Fort Knox Volunteers
At 76, Bill Monroe has long been acknowledged as the'
"Father of Bluesrass" and a legend in his own tirne.
Tickets: $6-$1-1 Curtain Time: 8 p.m.

6
1

Surponed by a genortvie grant tnwn Shaw's Supermarket.

Michael Hedges
Windham Hill/Open Air

.

Recording Artist
A brilliant acoustic guitarist in the tradition of Leo
Kottke, John Fahey and John Renbourne. He played
to a full house here last spring.
Tickets: $10* Curtain Time: 8 p.m.

WINTER
LOOKS
' FOR '86

Women aren't in pillbox hatraldwhite gloves by any stretch of the imagination. but they're wearing a lot
of skirts. You know, those tight•
fitting skirts from a skinnier era that
intimidates unstylish girls
But I haven't made up my mind on
the "in" length of skirts and dresses
yet. In the summer months, the fabric
hits the floor and in the dead of
winter. mini skirts are in full bloom
Yes, even our men are in style at
UMsune lust check out the field
house at night.
les in style to either have your boxer shorts hang an inch below your
gym shorts or to cut off your sweatpants just above the knee.
And practically every man on cam
pus has a 'can Jacket, and of course
with the collar up - that's in.
The "experts tell me the new
craze for college females is the crop
shirt. (In case sou were wondering,
they aren't standard uniforms for
harvesting broccoli or picking
potatoes like I thought they weer)Its
a
eu- neck. three-quarter lengt h
sites c. cotton shirt that just cos ers
the navel A great ins estment for
Marne winters
l'se come to the corwlusion that
fashion is a big concern for the
overall UMeine population. You can
definitely single out the professors
from the students in cold weather.
They're the only ones dressed
sensibly.
'
We're all freezing our butts off,
but keep it up. we look good

Presented by the UM Off-Campus Board
IN%\ki‘•111\

-19Ertivilelewant!tfoiung
20
&

Produdm
The Guthrie Theater, one of Amerils finest repertory
companies, returns to Orono with a sensitive new
adaptation of Mary Shelley's harrowin: novel.
TicIcets: /a •
f
,, • :

Supported by a generous grant from Dahl-Chase Pathology Aasoaates.
• •

Sheer Romance

American Ballroom 'Theatre
An extravaganza ofgliLtering, elegance, these
dancers turn familiar exhibition dances into eight
spectacular theatrical images with elegant lighting
and beautiful coshunes.
Tickets: $6-515* Curtaiertine: Spin.

j*An Redpath
with The Bcoys of-Lough

27

Celtic Traditional Music
Jean Redpath is legendary, and The Boys of Lough.
have received two Grammy Nominations.
Tickets: 56-514' Curtain Time: 8 p.m.

;

•

For Tickets &
Information 581-1755
Phone orders 8:304:30 weekdays
Box Office windeaW•ziperf 10=T -weekdays
le 1-1/2 hours before curtain time.
Visa/Mastercard/Checks/Cash accept.

MAINECENTER
FOR THE
ARTS
University of Maine,

ono, ME 04469
\* Layout price shown is for Student/Senior Citizen ticket in Baknny, highest
pdotivior-Comind-ilimblic 06 lama
seating. All miens is reserved. Group Discriunts available. Schedule tails&
11,dim*
-
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' As the saying goes. there's a first tune for everything.
Entering Thursday night's game with Canisius College the
University of Maine men's basketball team was 0-7 when playing on the road in Buffalo. Fortunately for Black Bear fans
that streak ended, as the Bears beat the Golden Griffins in double overtime by a score of.99,96.
The victory- improved Maine's North Atlantic Conference
record to 4-5 and eirtuatly ensures them of a postseason playoff
spot.
In the second overtime Matt Rossignol•bit two'...c utch free
throws to give Maine a three"potnt lead with only nine seconds
remain. A desperate 3-point attempt by Canisius' Greg
Smith was off the mark and Maine walked away with a rare
road victory. .
The Black Bears had chances to win the game in both regulation and the first osernme, but in both situations the Bears
failed to put the ball in the hoop as time expired.
After spotting Canisius an early first half lead Maine head
coach Skip Chapp.elle was called for two technicals.
All four free throws were converted, but the teChnicals apparently got the Black Bears fired up as they scored 13 of the
next 16 points and 25 of the next 37 en route to a 38-30 halftime
_
lead.
_
In the half, Maine again received outstanding play from Reggie Banks, who had 15 points to lead all scorers.
In the second half. Maine was hot early, but couldn't extend the lead as the Griffins were answering at the other end.
trading buckets with Maine for a four minute span.
With 14:18 remaining Maine got caught up in the Canisius
running game and the Griffins started to mount a comeback.
Vi. hen Greg Smith made a layup to make it 55-53. the Griffons took the lead for the first time since early in the first half.
Maine stased close with red hot shooting by Li. Forrester.
who had 2 points on the night, including five 3pointers, and
was named the games most saluable player.
Niether team could gain much of an adsantage the rest of
the way. A Greg Smith 3-pointer with IS *seconds remaining
sent the game into it's first osertime.
.
Besides Forrester, also playing well for Maine was Reggie
Banks (27 pts), Coco Barry (16 pts). and point guard Matt
Rossignol. who ran,the floor wetland chipped in 13 points.
I eading the way for the Griffons was senior guard Brian
Smith with 24.
_
The Black Bears next game will be Saturday night against
Niagra.

-
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UMaine skaters ready for Friars'challenge
-

.

2.90, .903)arc nearly as impressive. No (22-28-50).
some escetlent college hockey."
decision has been made as to who Will
UMaine is hot, leasing no doubt
The Fnars top scorers are center Gord
start Saturday night's game.
about these No. 1 national ranking. The
Cruickshank (15-14-29)0nd wing Tom
The fitaci Bear offense iv paced by
With Providence Col*.coming o
Black Bears base won a school record
Fitzgerald 03-1-211:
center Mike Golden (26 goals, 33 assists,
Mitsui Arena this weekend .for a two eight consecutive games, snApping the
In goal, Matt Merten (4-4, 3.99..885)
game stiles, the Unnersity of Maine old record of sestli which was set bet59 points) and sings David •C-apuano and Mark Romain (5-4-3. 3.73. .86))
ho‘l-cy team has -rsght- HoGkoyaseen-146-9-an4-Nev - X.--1•970,1 hetf last---414-44434 and Mike McHugh share time for PC.
games remaining
:
t
hanalo
chk at, th
:
. anu
• loss Sas an 8-6 setbal
But by the end of the weekend, the re:
: the Unisersits W*1149011 DitkOta on law. aiming games could be meaningless as it,.
fat as conferencestandings are concern- .
happs With. thel way .we've,,
ed. Wit—Isji sseeriiiiinst the Friars,
r•iVlased.
the mOn
Black Bears will clinch the Hockey East 'Walsh said "We've given Op three evenregular season. title.
strength goals in the list fist' games.
UNIaine is currently ranked eighth in the nation and first in the last in
The Friars have been tough team to
An time yon plas defense like that,
attendance. av-eravng 4,203 pet game...Loring broke Jim lortorella's school
figure out. Tiles art 10-11-4 with a 7-8-4
you're going to win hockey Ones
record,for games played by a goalie when he played-1n his 69th game Tuesday.
Hockey East record. After a quick stan.
The Black Bears are coming pit a 51
Loring also broke the school career record for ases when he stopped his
Providence was sinless in their six
win over Plattsburgh State(N.Y.)Tuev1945th
1
shot last Saturday in a 9-2 win over the University of Nes Hamweskit,. conference games before snapda) in a game played at the Cumberland
phire...Both King and l_oring have 27 career wins. .Dave Viensles can break
ping the skid'Tuesday night with a 5-2 Count) Cis is: Center in Portland. Senior
¶he school record in games played this weekend Wensley has appeared in
win °set the Universit) of Lowell..
goaltender Al I oring made his first start
142 games
Despite the Friars' inconsistencs •
in almost a month and performed
UMaine Coach Shawn Vsalsh expects a
brilliantly. fOsing his shutout bid with
The record, set last. scar hs Stese Santis'. is 143 . This sear is the first
tough WWI tor the top-ranked Black
just under three minutes left in the contitne•eser that the Blak Bears base had three 20-goal scorers- Golden (26),
Bears.
test.'Sophomore Scott King will start
‘IcHugh (22)and David Capuano (21) h,ase all reached the mark. Wensley
"— They're a real talented ho,:ke%
Friday's game King is the top soahcit
needs four more goals to Join the 20-Goal ('Ibb...T)4lllack Bears are 4-0-2
learn,". Walsh said.'"This should be
tiocke).Fast with'. 12-0-1 (word,'2.78
in overtime .kinte•t• this scison as ,:ompared to last year's mark of 0-4-2.
-.----.
..
ttippost-c-halletnoe Mfl,jC ta 6.4 win
*swam awerav--and-a--,•9s
over then No. Minnesota. It should-be • sercentage. Its overallscatistics 00171,
Stan Wirt*
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MainestINH battle revives
memories of the Pit in the
good old days

ky Tin Tube

[
.- t Tau Kappa Lissi
oberts. Keith Prat
ruised to an easy sic
nit) Cross Country
The Fluty tornotcl
cond. third, and lot
tisely. while for the se
Jack Hodgkins of I
*41% the overall aim
12.22 over the 2 ..n

--k

--—

partisans can't match up with those
who attended I:Mame-LINN battle
From the opening tap the crowd
was into the game, nen though the
Bears were nearly run out of the gym
in t he rust half.
And for those of you who may
It was like the fans understood that
agUeiN temvnber_a_columis-Lwzote__ _ --sornethisig—incredible was going to
last semester professing my dislike of
happen, and that they were going to
the use of the superlative. —the
play an important role.
best,'• I'm sorry. But it's true.
There were a few moans and
And it's not the best because I Kase
groans during that first half, but
nothing to compare it to.
when the Bears ran off the last five
I remember sitting in the nosebleed
points
of the half to trail by ady-14.
seats of the Bangor Auditorium in
those who thought they might make
1981, watching. the tiMaine men
an early exit to avoid an emharaser''
nearly upset number one DePaul in
kg defeat thought better, and settk_
front of a capacity crowd.
Whack into their seats
And I remember watching forma.
The Bears ties er mounted a fullBras great Bob Warner pull down :A
run, but worked their way back
scale
rebounds against Trinity in 1974.
into the game with a good, steady
That was back in the days when the
attack..
Pit was a madhouse, and a visiting
team win there was a miracle.
Each Maine hoop was met by a
What I remember most about that
louder thunderclap of support than
game was the incredible noise level out_
the one before, causing tionse of us at
ery Bear hoop. Until %N'edneallay,.
the press table to womke bow Wag
that was_ Abe. most incredible
the escalation
lyricism I'd ever hada a boop gime.
As it turned out it went on all
But nen that sinus.group of Pit
night
Black Bear comeback with a rebound
lay-up as the buzzer sounded L'Maine
won 64-63.
Simpls put, it was the most exciting basketball follMe 1.1,e ever seen

John Holyoke
Straight game stories are the meat
and potatoes of sportswriters. With
the mythical goal of objectivity in the
forefront, the game story. is supposed to be a hard news look at what
happened, and why
Most of the time game stories %MY
their purpose well, and let the readers
know what it was hke to be there. But
not always.
Sometimes the writer is hampered
by the cloak of "objectivity." and
faces a 4:hoice between being labeled
a "homer" and writing a fan. but unthrilling factual account.
Wednesday night's UMaine-UNH
*omen's basketball game was one
such occasion. Just ask any of the
1,476 fans who witnessed one of the
most exciting basketball games in Pit
history if their feelings were reflected
in any writer's story of the game,
For those of you who missed it.
Rachel Bouchard capped a 19-point

When Bouchard gave the Bears the
lead for the first time since early in
the first half on a layup with 5-20 kft,
the crowd, and the team, mined their
intensity level up set another notch
Sitting there, absorbing it all. I
thought back to when I was nine
years old and watching Warner pull
down rebound after rebound as the
fans went nuts Still. Wednesday's
fans were even more nutsy.
It's almost like this group areas
came to the game to resaurect the inst." of the Pit as a wild and wooly
plate to play basketball.
They succeeded. Any question
about that success sanished after
Bouchard took the rebound of Debbie Duff's shot and pushed the ball
up and in as the buzzer sounded.
Then the real none started With
the team celebrating on the court, the
crowd stood and screamed their appros al. The pep band played, and the
(nation lasted for about minutes
before anyone started for the exits
It was one of the most spontaneous
and °Yaw helnung shows of emotion
I've ever seen. Ad one that I'll not
soon forget
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Cross Countrs Ski R

Fraien

I. Tau Kappa Epsi
2. Phi tiamma De
-3 Delta Tau Delta
4. Delta Upsilon 1
5. Kappa Sigma 41
fi Alpha Gamma
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Student Volunteerism Mini-Fair & Reception

MI=1=

.
O %

Damn Yankee Tues., FOY:9 6 p.m. - 7:30 p.m.
Over 40 community service groups will be on hand to talk with
students about volunteering their services for their community
organizations. Everyone is Welcome!
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Student Volunteerism Week will be held Feb. 812
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PERSONALS
Send a Valentine's Day Personal to someone you know!
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Intramural Beat
In ft Teikif

• Thinsitory'

,sAtf

named to Hall of Fame

and independent:

.L Gannett II
2. Penobscot Ski Bums 12
1 _York 22

• Tau Kappa Epsilon. led bY Jim
Roberts, Keith Pratt, and Torn Page,
cruised to an easy sictors in the F raterWith only one week remaining before
nits Cross Country Ski Meet
._play_offs
40 the Intramural Basketball
The ft'iere toys.Mach SkieritoOk Me
‘ond. third, and fourth places respec- League, the top teams are emerging.
tisets. while for the second straight year.
FraldnlitY "A" Division:
Jack Hodgkins of Phi Gamma Delta
wis the overall winner with a time of
Phi Kappa Sigma 5-0
12 22 over the 2 4 -mile course
Delta Tau Delta 5-1
Tau Epsilon Phi 4-1
Gannett Hall, with first and second
place finishes bs John Tupper and ISes in
Independent "A" 1)ivision:
SS as, edged out the Penobscot Ski Bums
tor the Dormitory anti Independent
Brown Stars 5-1 •
Pine Trees 5-1
'In other intramural action. David
Dubois Of Swill-net Hall on the...first
Dormitory "A" Division:
**Champ Of the Week" bowling title in..,
Mad Hackers 6-0
This new Game Room bowling event
Hancock Stammers 5-1
held eachitiday night after p m His
three suing total was 254'aiiiiideserFratentity ill"
ving of e %mile"Champ of the Week"
1-shin
• Sigma Phi Epsilon 5-0
The Merniarsal Union tabk tennis
Phi Kappa Sigma 4-0
championships will be held Sunday.
Delta Tau Delta 4-1
February 14, at 9 a.m. in the North
1 own Room of the Union. ,4
Dormitory "B" Disision:
(York) Peppermint
Patties 5-0
(Cumberland) Ouncers 5-0
lestabrooke) Gators 5-0
(Dunn) Elite 5-0 J-----iDak) Limo Drivert14-1

Here seethe overall team scores of the •
41'r-ens Country Ski Race.

.

Fraternity.

1. Tau Kappa Epsilon 10
2. Phi Gamma Delta 10
3. Delta Tau Delta 35 .4. Delta Upsilon 36
5 Kappa Sigma 41
h Alpha Gamma Rho 46

Independent "11— 11i.isiory
(1serstackest 6-0
Pssaios 5-0
It men 3-1
N•prk-. 5-1

CAX-DO) tiOUS
LUNCH ii 30.4 Mon.-Sot,DINNER 411 Doily

4

SPRINGFIEt.D, Mass. (AP) • Wes
mediate. A first-round draft pick, who
nseld. the first year he was up for elechad as erased 19 rebounds and Xi points
tion. Clyde Losellette and Oregon State
a game at the University of Louisville,
Coach Ralph Miller were named to the
Unseld was named the NBA's Most
&tasked's', Hall of Fame'Thursday:
Valuable.Player as well as Rookie of the
fourth man whose election was an-' 'Year in 1969. The only other
player to
flounced was the tatc—Botrey--MtDergain both'hOnors was Wilt
mott. who dropped out of high school
Chambeflain.
to star in the pros in the 1930.s
I.:meld was surprised that Monroe
Although Unseld made it in his ..first
again failed to win election. "If anybody
try, the Honors Committee passed oser
in his era:evolution:zed the game :vas
his, flashier former teammate Earl
Earl. We have Michael Jordan and
Monroe for a second consecutive year.
Magic Johnson now, but he was the one '
"I wasn't flashy and I ncser played
who set the standard for that type of
••, pretty." said Unseld. who last ,month
play." Unseld said.
beCame head coach of the Washington
ovellette, who ushered in the era of
Bullets in the NBA."My contributions
thehigh-sc
oring big center in the early
were in the things most people don't
notice. They weren't in high scoring or 1950s at the University of Kansas, said
he also had felt ignored by the Halt of
. dunking Of behind-the-back passes."
,
flurduringtis 13-year playing career Fame..
"It seems somewhat overdue I used
with the Bullets, the 6-foot-9 Unseld.
-who also played center on his highto read about guys who came after me
school football team and-won the Ken- getting elected. and it sort of made me
tucky state high school shot put chain- wonder. But Virt just glad it happened
_ploaship,..-avelased_44__Tebound, di—befora--1—passed away,"
Lovellette
ai
10.8 points in 984 games and led the "id.
_
Bullets to the 1978 NBA title.
• Miller is the winningest active coach
'His impact on the Bullets was im• in Division I.

•

Health Professions Lecture
On Monday, Feb. 8th In 140 Bennett Hall
from 2 p.m.- 3 p.m. Dr. Gorden Kaye from
the Albany Medical College in New York
will talk about Medical School admission.

efirauwo
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BLACKBOARD SPECIALS DAIL Y
HAPPY HOUR
PRIVATE ROOM
3 4, 17—
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ALL DAY DELIVERY

—New Year: New Look!
Perhaps YOU should consider
wearing contact lenses.
Most people can. you know
despite what you friends
may tell you.
But tnore's a tot more to
—wear
-Trig contacts thin just
- putting them in
You'll want professional analysts
expert fitting, high quality lenses
—and a Good follow•up plan
Eye Center Northeast offers all of these services, Plus:
'Convenient location
•Day. evening, and weekend hours
*And • UMaine graduate to fit you
Call our office for information today We'd be happy to answer your
• questions and schedule you for an appointment with
Dr. Jane E Pentheny.0 D .(Maine

8665505
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Points of View
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Th
-1 knots it's- going to affect a lot of
students.. It'll definitely affect my
degree's crechhiblY•

bv Ong Vinisrasik
$lato Photogi

Michelle tier son
Junior
I dusation
•'What do WU think of the proposed
reorganization of collegel?

iseley• Wart

Beal

N.
"The.only thing I don't like about it is •
grouping Economics with &OWNS(Ad-:
Arts ahd- Sciences."

"I don't know a *hole lot about it I
do know that it's hard to take courses
aizollege other_than yours. and Ube_ _
proposal)could affect that "

-

___KAndra Argue
,
Sophomore
Undeclared

John Schpienlet_.
Graduate Student
Economics

"I don't think its a good idea. They're
trying to put too many students
toget her ••

"I disagree(with the plan). None CiT,the
mayors will get indis waltzed atten
non "

Michele Kenneddy
Senior
Fashion Merchandising

(aria %Iowa!'
Sophomore
Psychology

"ks"not
— a good idea
Business
Administration. it muc aster to get
indisidual often i
s and Sciences
ts confuting, no one knows *hat to take
for classes.'•
Sue /Illinois
Junior
Business Administration

UMai
Or Show twist
Stan W,,ti

--Editor 'c note
*ohne with .4105
ed on campus

* NOTICE *
TO- ALL CLUBS WITH STUDENT GOVT
FUNDING APPROVAL
BUDGETS FOR SPRING 1988 ARE NO
BEING ACCEPTED
FOR REVIEW BY THE E.B.C.

DEADLINE:
NOON TUESDAY FEB 9TH

Tbe Bean aided
*again streak II

It•s a time to b
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FOR MORE INFORMATION
CONTACT STUDENT GOVERNMENT
3RD FLOOR MEMORIAL UNION
OR
Your Student Government at Work
1-1775
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